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Chairman’s Chat
The first Saturday club
meeting this season
was most interesting as
it was somewhat of a
prelude to the ‘Radio
Technology in Action’
Road-show, which was
presented a week later.
OM Henry Chamberlain
introduced most of us to
one aspect of the show
which is SDR (Software
Defined Radio). He
demonstrated the basics of the system and
exhibited the software
as well as simple hardware modules. Another
useful development for
the ‘Ham’ fraternity, to
add to our hobby!
We also had Om Martin
Athertin, G3ZAY in attendance, who is well
known in ‘expedition’
circles. He was on his
way to Tristan da
Cunha with fellow operator Rob Tripperfield,
M0VFC to use the callsign, ZD9UW. Unfortunately, Martin had to
withdraw in Cape Town,
due to ill health, hence
being at our meeting.
According to Paul, the
suffix to Rob’s call-sign
‘VFC’ stands for ‘very
fine chap’, but then
what about Paul himself
who has done so much
to help these two fellows with this expedition

as well!
(Visit their website, details on page 4)
Rob continued alone
and made 4300 QSO’s,
covering 97 countries,
including SA, although
the propagation in our
direction was not that
good. The trip out took
longer than anticipated,
which left him approximately only 4 x 24 hour
periods for the whole
operation, including the
erection of antennas,
setting up the station
and rest periods. Most
of this information was
first hand, as the ship
‘Baltic Trader’ was just
berthing as I was writing
this article and Paul
ZS1S and I were able to
hold a 2M QSO with
Rob. He said he had
lots of fun mostly on
SSB, and thanked Paul
for all his help and kindness! Quite an achievement I’m sure! Pictures
can be viewed by accessing the ‘web’ via,
HTTP://
www.ZD9UW.org.uk.
Although it’s been a
busy month, the ‘Radio
Technology in Action’
presentation was well
worth attending. The
whole programme was
fascinating and the time

just seemed to fly with
the professional way in
which the different subjects were discussed.
Thanks to all those who
participated and also for
the catering which was
much appreciated. The
following are just some
thoughts that were expressed in one of the
presentations:
Computers are designed to not make you
think!
Not only is our school
system at fault, but
computers and TV a
problem too!
Amateur Radio is a Culture. – Ham Radio is a
service!
We need to find people
and teach them, we
need more PHD’s!
Our Hobby is technical
and we could do so
much in our society, but
it is sad when we consider how our numbers
are dwindling!
Till next time.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW Noel
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Secretary’s Report...
Secretary & Treasurer’s Report
Of Lambs and Hams
Well, this late onset wannabe farmer has just become
the proud owner of a little flock of seventeen Dorper
ewes. I’ve only had them for a week and this has been
one of the steepest learning curves that one can
imagine. You would think that crucial practical issues
would be covered in agricultural studies I’m pursuing,
but no. I now discover that sheep are prone to a disease
called pulpy kidney, a Clostridial disease that erupts
when they undergo sudden changes in diet. The sheep
should have been vaccinated two week prior to being
moved to my farm as they have come from a poor
grazing area onto my place which has plenty of rich grazing after the excellent winter
rains. The literature on pulpy kidney describes the primary, and usually the first,
symptom as “death”. (Funny, I always thought of death as an outcome, not so much a
symptom! Life is the symptom, in my book!!). Well this is enough to make any newto-the-land farmer – who has just forked out a large amount of borrowed cash – go
into a state of decline. So the days have been spent monitoring the sheep for any signs
of imminent four-legs-in-the-air symptoms. Immediate action was required and, of
course, the injecting and vaccinating of a mere 17 sheep took nearly two hours of
backbreaking work. Guess I wouldn’t be any use on an Ozzie farm where they have
thousands of sheep – so emigration is out for me.

“So I have
also spent a
lot of time
chasing little
lambs up and
down drive
ways
At least I’m
getting fit!”

Another strange thing about sheep is that they act like… well, errr… like sheep.
Where one goes, the others follow. And let me tell you, they follow a damn site more
agilely than I am able to move to outmanoeuvre them. So I have also spent a lot of
time chasing little lambs up and down drive ways because the blighters just won’t go
into their paddocks from their night-time lockup. At least I’m getting fit!
So what have sheep got to do
with hams? Well, it strikes me
that hams are just far too
independent and I think it is time
to become more like sheep. Let’s
see that trickle of membership
renewals that have been taking
place turn into a veritable
stampede. I’m too worn out chasing lambs to have to chase
club members as well. So, please, help a tired old farmer out
and, if you haven’t already done so, please renew your
membership.
Wishing you all the best and, if you can’t
sleep at night, go and play with your radio
– don’t count sheep!

YOUR CTARC CLUB
CONTACT DETAILS:
Chairman / Treasurer
Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 0845281805

Secretary
Peter – ZS1PMH can be reached on
021-572-0329 or 082 925 2298
and email: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740

73 – Peter ZS1PMH

Website: www.ctarc.org.za
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Dave Reece
(Dr.Dave)

“Attempt to
launch the
piece of rope
over the
branch of a
tree to string
your dipole. “

Other Avenues’ to Explore
For
this
month’s
contribution, I’d like to
bring to your attention
some useful tips I’ve
been trying to put
together for myself. I
was lucky enough to get
hold of a copy of the
latest edition of QST’s
Hints
and
Kinks
compendium, and I’m
grateful to the publishers
for having gone to the
trouble of compiling this
book from about 5 years
of QST magazines. The
printed words are of
course copyright, so I
can’t just copy and
paste, but I can certainly
mention some of the
useful ideas that have
come up.
Some of the ideas are
quite fun. For example,
suppose you have a rope
dangling out of a tree
just too high for you to
get hold of, that has
your antenna attached to
the other end. The end
of that rope is drifting
aimlessly in the breeze,
and you’ve got to snag it
and pull it down. Easy –
go dig out that old
mousetrap you still have
in the garage, and
mount it on the end of a
broomstick, such that
when the trap “goes off”
the wire that catches the
mouse
catches
the
dangling rope. You can
remove
the
cheese
platform, and rig another
catch to hold the sprung
wire back until you’re
sure the dangling rope is
where the sprung wire
can catch it. The sprung
trap will hold that rope
while you pull it done to
arms
length!
Quite
imaginative,
wouldn’t
you say?
Another
useful
little
piece
of
advice
surrounds your attempt
to
launch
the
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piece of rope over the
branch of a tree to string
your dipole. You have
some sort of reasonably
heavy weight to shoot
with your catapult, right?
(How do you spell
Cattie/Catty/Katty/Kattie,
by the way?) You also
have some lightweight
string on the ground in
front of you tied to the
weight. Now, if you hold
the catapult up the right
way around, and shoot
off your weight, the
chances are good the
string will get snarled up
over the top of the
slingshot and your arm,
as it follows the weight
up into the tree. An
easier way is to hold the
catapult upside down,
with the elastic strap
under your arm. Aim
high with your hand
holding the slingshot,
and the weight will take
the string with it directly
from the ground without
it or your arm getting in
the way! Oh, and do
attach the far end of the
string to something to
stop it disappearing into
the tree too. Don’t ask
me how I know this!
What about a collapsible
2m
ground-plane
antenna using the SO239 socket we have all
seen used many times
before.
Rather
than
attach the 4 drooping
radials to the four corner
screw holes directly,
extract
the
brass
connectors
inside
chocolate-block
type
connectors,
by
unscrewing both screws
completely, and pushing
the little rectangular
blocks out of the plastic.
Then attach these brass
connectors upside down
to
the
SO-239
by
screwing one of the
screws through each

corner hole of the SO-239.
You can then attach your
drooping radials to the
chocolate-block connectors
with the other screw, and
tighten them in place.
Even the 19 inch vertical
can be attached to the
centre wire connector of
the SO-239 using a
chocolate-block
brass
connector. This means
when it’s time to pack up,
you simply unscrew 5
screws a bit, remove the
centre vertical, and the 4
radials, and pack them
together in a little tube for
compact
storage
and
travel. What could be
easier? Remember also to
seal all the screw-in
connections that will be
permanent with Marine
silicone sealant, to stop
corrosion and electrolysis
between differing metals
from taking place.
You do know of course the
easy
way
to
clean
corroded copper wire so
that it can be re-used, and
soldered? Make a mixture
of vinegar and salt, until
the salt won’t dissolve
anymore (that’s called a
“saturated” solution). Then
dip your copper wire in the
solution, and draw it
through one of those
green fibrous pot-scourer
thingies from the kitchen,
and the copper will come
out shining like brand
new. You may need to do
this a few times to get the
wire completely clean.
Rinse off all vinegar and
salt thoroughly, and your
copper is ready to be
soldered again. This is
very effective, and good
for cleaning the XYL’s
copper bottomed pots too.
(It’s the pot that is copperbottomed, not the XYL!) In
fact any copper item you
have in the house!
See overleaf:
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Other Avenue’s to Explore

Caption describing
picture or graphic.

“Once again, I

One last item in this list.
Some of you might have
noticed that your HF radio
develops background noise
when you turn on your PC
screen. Not always so, but
it does sometimes happen.
Now this might be due to
the screen refresh rate
which is usually set to
60Hz. Go to the “monitor”
setting in your screen or
display properties, and
change the refresh rate to
75Hz, and you may find
that the noise goes away.
Not always, but it may help
considerably!

OK, now there are several column!
other avenues for you to ZS1DFR
explore. Once again, I wish
to
acknowledge
with
appreciation
the
ideas
included in the ARRL’s
Hints and Kinks booklet!
How about you tell us your
“tricks of the trade”, and
we’ll include them in a
future edition of Ragchew!
Send us an email to
zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
and
we’ll fit them in. Thanks for
joining me in today’s

Cont:
73

Dave

wish to
acknowledge
with
appreciation
the ideas
included in the
ARRL’s Hints
and Kinks
booklet! “

Tristan da Cunha News!
Martin Atherton G3ZAY and myself, Paul Johnson, ZS1S were at the last club meeting. Martin was one of our UK visitors who was supposed to go to Tristan da Cunha
who sadly did not make the trip because of his concerns about his health with the motion of the ship. Very disappointing for him.
However, Robert Chipperfield M0FVC came back in on the Baltic Trader last night
he has returned to the UK after his wonderful adventure…..
Check out their website for lots more information:
Their website is http://
www.zd9uw.org.uk

RAGCHEW
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Contest Corner
CONTEST CORNER
#18
By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X
Upcoming Local Events in November – Also see the SARL web: http://www.sarl.org.za/
public/contests/contestrules.asp

Dirk
ZS1X

3 November

-

RaDAR Contest

11 November

-

PEARS HF DX Contest

17, 18 November

-

SARL Field Day

28 November

-

SARL 80m Club Contest - Digital

Upcoming International Events in November – See this link for more detail http://
www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger contests have been
mentioned below.
3, 4 November

See this link for
more detail
http://
www.hornucopia.
com/contestcal/
index.html

-

Ukrainian DX Contest

3, 4, 5 November -

ARRL Sweepstakes Contest, CW

10, 11 November -

WAE DX Contest, RTTY

16 November

-

YO International PSK31 Contest

17 November

-

CQ SA SSB Contest

17, 18 November -

LZ DX Contest

17, 18, 19 November

-

24, 25 November -

CQ Worldwide DX Contest, CW

ARRL Sweepstakes Contest, SSB

THIS MONTH’S DX TIP – DX Code of Conduct - Rule #1#1
I will listen, and listen and then listen again

This seems so obvious but it is the most vital thing to do. Careful listening rather than rushing
to transmit will get the DX into your log. You must listen to find out whether the DX is
working split and if so, where is he listening? Then you need to listen to the calling stations in
order to determine what the DX station is doing. For example, he may be working gradually up
or down the pile-up frequency range – and you need to find the best spot to call. And it may be
time to ask yourself: “Do I really need to work this bit of DX, right now? Can I wait a while for
the pile-up to subside?”

73’s & Good DX!
de
RAGCHEW
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History of the Cape Town Branch of the SARL
and the Cape Town Amateur Radio Centre
Last updated 22 Sep. 12
History Project Overview

“This is a

dynamic
document,
subject to
additional
date
documented
information.”

This is a dynamic document, subject to additional date documented information. In order to keep this as
accurate as possible, we will only add information if the exact year of the information is known.
At this point there are still very pertinent points we are missing. If you can assist with any DATED information on any major event of the Cape Town club which is not on our list, please email Rob ZS1SA at radio@telkomsa.net with the information.
The Chairmen are listed in the year that they were elected or re-instated to that position.
When

Happenings

According to OM Bill Downie, (ex ZS1?) when interviewed at the Lighthouse weekend in 2012, said that before the war there existed only the Cape Town Ham Club.
1946

Chairman Jack Twine ZS1A. Cape Town Club

1947

Chairman Jack Twine ZS1A, Cape Town Ham Club

1948
Chairman Jack Twine ZS1A, Cape Town Ham Club merged with the newly formed SARRL (South
African Amateur Radio Relay League)
1949

Chairman Jack Twine ZS1A, The SAARL becomes the national body for Amateur radio in South Africa.
We become the Cape Town branch of the SARRL.

The 50’s
“At this point
there are still
very pertinent
points we are
missing. If you
can assist with
any DATED
information on
any major event
of the Cape
Town club which
is not on our list,
please email:
Rob ZS1SA
at
radio@telkomsa
.net with the
information.”

1950
Chairman OM Jack Twine ZS1A, ZS1EZ OM Ginger Lake in Somerset West sports the first beam in
the Cape Town branch, consisting of a converted farm wind mill with its rotating top supporting a 10 meter
beam.
1951

Chairman OM Jack Twine ZS1A

1952

Chairman OM Jack Twine ZS1A

1953

Chairman ?

1954

Chairman ?

1955

Chairman ?

1956

Chairman ?

1957

Chairman OM Claude Ingle ZS1OA

1958

Chairman ?

1959
Chairman OM Ossie Dixie ZS1PQ Branch office and station stored at 112 Loop St. Cape Town. The
AGM takes place during the Easter Weekend. The branch made a bulk purchase of government brass Morse
keys, selling for 1 pound each.

The 60’s
196?

Chairman OM Willie Wilson ZS1?

1960

Chairman ?

1961

Chairman ?

1962

Chairman ?

1963
Chairman OM EE (Ted) Baker ZS1RA, Vice Chairman OM Dennis Wells ZS1AU, OM Bernie Crockford
ZS1BW moved the club’s equipment from the Motor and General Building where it was stored to GalloAfrica Ltd. The SARL CT Branch, minutes of 26 August mention that there are 2 other local clubs, The Southern Suburbs group and the Claremont/Rondebosch/Newlands group. Meetings were often held at the International Hotel on Mill St. or the homes of members.
See Overleaf:
RAGCHEW
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1964
Chairman OM Ted Baker ZS1RA, Communications were done for the Fish Hoek/Muizenburg Race. ZS1NE OM
Ron gave a demonstration on the new technology called stereo hi-fi, using tape and electrostatic speakers. Branch library started.
1965

Chairman OM Theo ZS1P

1966
Chairman OM Theo ZS1P, Several members were trapped in a lift on Loop Street for 45 minutes while attempting to attend
a SARL meeting. The Ken Harbridge Trophy was donated to the Branch. OM Dennis ZS1AU would obtain an engraved plate for the
trophy.
1967
Chairman Theo ZS1P. Len Wells Ham Spirit trophy first awarded to ZS1IM, OM Ray Alexander. Club took part in JOTA at
Gilcape Scout Camp. Club to approach city for a 99 year lease for a piece of land for a club house. Ray ZS1IM to investigate.
1968
Chairman OM Ray Alexander ZS1IM. Membership now at 205. Confusion over what policy branch must take now that people of colour may be allowed to write the RAE. Cape Town branch to have its first Field Day.
1969

Chairman OM Ted Baker ZS1RA, The city offers the club land at Epping, which was rejected due to transportation problems.

The “Disco” Years, The 70’s
1970
Chairman ? OM Ossie Dixie ZS1PQ returns to the airwaves after a 13 year QRT. Ossie was first licensed in 1946 after serving
as a radio operator in the SA Air force during the war. Ossie was instrumental in teaching Morse code to many aspiring hams to obtain their tickets.
1971
Chairman OM Ray Alexander ZS1(J)IM?, Club had a ham shack at the Goodwood Showgrounds for the Republic Festival
which went over extremely well. Call sign was ZS1RSA.
1972
Chairman OM Frank O’Connell ZS1JO, AGM took place on 28 August in Congregational Hall, Main Road Claremont.. Several
members are becoming active in RTTY due to availability of inexpensive surplus teleprinters. A mid winter meeting on 17 July had a
record attendance of 74, due to RTTY being the topic for the evening.
1973

Chairman ?

1974
Chairman Claude Ingle, ZS1OA or OM Frank O’ Connell ZS1JO, (subject to correction) Ragchew says that 2 meter FM is the
latest craze that is sweeping the nation. Cape Town is far behind the rest of the country. The Transvaal has 2 repeaters which are the
only ones on the country.
1975

Chairman OM Ian Simpson, ZS1IS or OM Ulli Dehning ZS1UD?

1976

Chairman OM Doug Brook, ZS1AE

1977

Chairman OM Geoff Tinker ZS1LM

1978
Chairman OM Geoff Tinker ZS1LM A Document entitled “Memorandum For The Amenities Committee” of the Belvedere
Community Centre outlines the Objective of the Belvedere Community Centre Association (BCCA) regarding the Community Centre.
In part, it reads: The purposes and objectives of the Belvedere shall be: To provide a venue and facilities wherein the following Participating or Tenant Association can, by mutual agreement, pursue their respective activities. The Belvedere Ratepayers Association,
SAMLA Community Centre Association, The 6th Rondebosch Boy Scout Group, The YMCA, The Round Table, Peninsula No. 77, The
South African Radio League (Cape Town Branch), any other approved NON-PROFIT body, subject to the provisions of 17.4.1 and
17.7. To provide and maintain facilities for the above purposes in premises to be leased from the Cape Town City Council, formerly
known as the Claremont Washhouse in Chess Road, Claremont.
1979
Chairman OM Geoff Tinker ZS1LM. Vice Chairman OM Derek Segal ZS1DP. Meetings taking place at the Congregational
Church Hall in Claremont. The Sunday bulletin was held on 7.065- Megahertz and on the 145.050/650 repeater with relays on 80
meters and 2M SSB. Many members are becoming active in RTTY. The annual Hamfest was held in Elgin this year. Work begins on
preparing the new club house for occupancy. SARL opposes new city bylaw requiring neighbours permission and permits before
installing any type of ham antenna. Branch had a braai at Silvermine reserve on 3 March.

The Revolutionary 80’s
1980
Chairman OM Geoff Tinker ZS1LM CT Branch moves into Belvedere Community Centre. Previously the municipal wash
house, it was renovated by the club with the assistance of the Charles Gingold Trust Clubhouse Fund. Opened on Saturday, December 6th by mayor Louis Kreiner, OM Dan ZS1DF President of SARL and Jock McKenzie of the Rondebosch Round Table. Mast erected
at clubhouse on 18 February. OM Bernie ZS1BW presented the chairman with the ceremonial Chains of Office. OM Tom ZR1CL reports Cape Town branch has the highest pass rate in the country for students taking our RAE courses.
See Overleaf:
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1981
Chairman OM Geoff Tinker ZS1LM. OM Vic Hugo ZS1LY runs ham courses. ZS1TTM first amateur station to operate on Table Mountain from the tea room. Members play a critical role in providing the only communications out of the flooded Laingsburg.
1982
Chairman OM Paul Johnson ZS1BR. Club held another successful foxhunt on 2 meters. Old timers night is held once per
year, awarding a certificate to those licensed over 20 years, followed by a bring and braai. ZS1CTB is the club repeater, outputing on
145.750 MHz.. The 1982 Hamfest took place at the Mizpah in Elgin 12-14 February. The clubhouse station is open on Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday and Sundays. Monthly meetings average 80 to 100 attendees.
1983
Chairman OM Paul Johnson ZS1BR, ZS1CT wins 2 place in the European DX contest – Phone, Africa Multi Op. with 556956
points. Club runs ZS1HAM at the 1985 Hamfest at Katryntjies Drif.
1984
Chairman OM Geoff Tinker ZS1LM. 15 Key holders to the club station. ZS1CT is awarded the CQ World Wide WPX SSB Contest of FIRST Place, Single Operator, All Band, Africa with a 4 world high score of 4, 461, 805 points. Branch dinner on 3 August had
55 attendees.
1985
Chairman OM Arthur Purcell ZS1LI, Repeater Liaison OM Ulf Demasius ZS1ZO. Cape Town branch joins Radio Society of
Great Britain (RSGB) Discussions and concerns continue about the USSR Woodpecker which has just past its tenth year of QRMing
our 40 and 20 meter bands.
1986

Chairman OM Arthur Purcell ZS1LI

1987

Chairman ?

1988

Chairman ?

1989

Chairman ?

The Technology Age, The 90’s
1990
Chairman? On the night of 28 or 29 July a guy rope snaps on the club’s tower, bringing the tower down onto the clubhouse.
The tower and antenna were un-repairable but fortunately only minimal damage occurred to the building.
1991
Chairman George ZR1ACW. Buck Taylor floating trophy introduced. Awarded for outstanding merit. Buck set out the rules
of the trophy, paid up member of the CT Branch but not a committee member. Shall have demonstrated tangible encouragement to
individuals and/or groups with or on behalf of the CT branch and shall have shown evidence of meaningful support and/or personal
involvement on behalf of the branch or any of it’s members and shall have represented the branch officially, including contests and
competitions, in any field connected with Amateur radio and/or the CT Branch. The clubhouse is open from 10:00 every Saturday
morning and on Sundays by appointment. The Sunday bulletin is recorded and repeated on Wednesday nights on the 145.650 repeater at 20h30. The club set up a station at the Maynardville Community Carnival to advertise the hobby.
1992

Chairwoman Roz Nelson ZS1JS. The last meeting of the year was a breakfast in the pine forest, Tokai.

1993
Chairman John Haycox ZS1AGH. At the Belvedere Community Centre Control Board meeting on 18 November it was agreed
that the Nursery School will make use of the Bill Smit (Committee) Room as the Round Table Clubs are taking over the Minor Hall.
1994
Chairman John Haycox ZS1AGH. Club trophies defined – Ham Spirit awarded to anyone who has shown true Ham Spirit,
Branch Participation for outstanding support and effort towards the branch and its membership, John Van Schalkwk CW trophy given
to any outstanding CW op in his first year as a ZS, Rally Trophy awarded by Davy Smeda ZR1FR, our Sports Communications Team
Manager for rally support, the Wellie Award was begun in 1993 and issued for best attendance the previous year.
1995
Chairman Dudley Burrows ZS1DB, Members purchased their own white plastic chairs (R20 each) for more comfort when
sitting in the meetings. Meetings still being held in the main hall.
1996
Chairman Dudley Burrows ZS1DB Cape Town Branch of the SARL ceased to exist on 1 July. Cape Town club name changed
to the Cape Town Amateur Radio Centre rather than Cape Town Amateur Radio Club for political reasons in order to keep our club
premises.
1997
Chairman Dudley Burrows ZS1DB (I think) ZS1HJH receives Len Wells Ham Spirit trophy for assisting members with technical problems, Outing to Cape Town Radio organized by ZR1PDT Pierre Tromp. Pierre hopes to organize a visit to the Silvermine operation in near future. Mill day operation at Mostert’s Mill.
1998
Chairman Bud Voortman ZS1B, Lighthouse Weekend – 24 countries enrolled. CTARC set up a station in Mostert’s mill on 10
May for the British National Mills Day.
1999

Chairman ZS1B Bud Voortman, CTCSS tone board project, ZS98MM International Mill Day operation at Mostert’s Mill, Lighthouse weekend .
See Overleaf:
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The New Millennium The 2000’s
2000

Chairman ZS1B Bud Voortman

2001
Chairman Bud Voortman ZS1B. ZR1DQ Deon takes over Ragchew from Bernie ZS1BW
who has faithfully been the editor for several decades.

Rob Bareham
ZS1SA

If you can assist
with any DATED
information on
any major event
of the Cape Town
club which is not
on our list, please
email:
Rob ZS1SA
at
radio@telkomsa.
net with the
information.”

2002

Chairman Andrew Roos ZS1AN

2003

Chairman Andrew Roos ZS1AN

2004

Chairman Dave Reece ZS1DFR,

2005

Chairman Dave Reece ZS1DFR

2006

Chairman Dave Reece ZS1DFR,

2007

Chairman Dave Reece ZS1DFR

2008

Chairman Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA

2009

Chairman Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA

2010

Chairman Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA

2011

Chairman Noel Futter ZS1FW

2012

Chairman Noel Futter ZS1FW.

First annual flea market took place first Saturday in March.

Len Wells Ham Spirit Trophy
The Len Wells Ham Spirit Trophy
awarded
for
being
special
&
difference to our hobby in a
positive way.” or…….” the trophy
goes to a radio amateur who
is least expecting it, because
others recognise his or her
radiating ham spirit. !!”

making

is
a

Dennis with 2010’s very
“unsuspecting “winner, Noel
Futter, ZS1FW

Dennis
Wells
ZS1AU

So a reminder to Club members to forward
nominations and a short motivational CV, to:
Dennis, zs1au@telkomsa.net
(Closing date 31 October .)
RAGCHEW
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Swop Shop
SMALLS AD
I have 3 X Neutec SM1645 for sale. 1 X base
set and 2 X mobile sets. I got the radios from
my Dad who used them on the farm as part of
the “Burger Band” scheme. The radios haven't
been tested to check if they work. To my
knowledge 2 sets working fine and 1 set needs
the speaker to be replaced. If anybody is interested and wants to make an offer, they can
contact me on 073570037. Greetings. Danie
de Beer

“Gentlemen

On offer: On behalf of a widow, two receivers available to the highest bidder.
1. Barlow Wadley XCR-30
2. Sony ICF-SW11 FM Stereo -SW 1-9 -MW/LW 12 bands
Please email me your offers for either 1 or 2 or both to zs1ct@ctarc.org.za or
contact me on 082-925-2298 or 021-572-0329

and Ladies

Postage for purchaser's account if out of Cape Town.

(Anne) know

I will test rigs before concluding the deal. 73 Peter ZS1PMH

if your goods

Valves available: 6aw8a, 6ch6, 6at6, 6360, 6bw6, 6aq5, cv136, 6bj6, daf91, n77,
oa2,qv04/7, 6sl7gt, 5763,6c4,ef91, 6j6, pl21/zd21, 6aq5a,cv135, cv131, ecc83,
6ba6, ecc88, ec81, 6cb6, qqe03/12, 6bq75, cv858, 6be6, ecc81, 6aj5, 12ax7,
jrp957, jrc9004, jrc955, tt16 (osram).
I don't want much for these, maybe R3.00 each to cover the cost of the exercise.
Contact Brian Young on 021-794-5687 or 082-707-7804

too, please let
the Editor,

are sold or
you want to
add or remove
items. “

FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS

Please Note!

Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips,
10.7Mhz
& 455Khz
Variable Inductors, Various Tor-oidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X
Cell: 084 552 8573
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za

Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know if your
goods are sold or you want to add or remove items. Please send requests to Anne at zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before the 10th of the month
preceding the Newsletter.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming
month,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all that
you
would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.

10-Nov

ZS1GOM

John Green

14-Nov

ZS1DB

Dudley Burrows

18-Nov

ZS1VW

Harold Lange

26-Nov

ZS1LBN

Ted Sweetnam

28-Nov

ZS1VK

Russell Mycroft

30-Nov

ZS1JAN

Jan Clarijs

Delivering solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design
and management services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our
skills cover the whole field of the built environment worldwide, specialising
in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services,
as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.

←

Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen

WSP KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY

Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF
THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE
WHO DO NOT HAVE INTERNET
CAPABILITIES.

For more information on WSP contact:

Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in
this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for
profit or gain.
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